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Aim of the study

The aim was to examine students’ effectiveness to use

lexicographic information from multiple supplementary corpus

examples in the extra sections of online dictionary entries.

TABLE 2. Mean results for TRANSLATION ACCURACY by EXAMPLES

GROUP (with standard deviations and 95% confidence intervals) –

Study 2

Group Mean
Standard 

deviation
95% CI

Control group 46.6 26.1 43.7—49.6

Three examples 

(1 target structure) 65.7 26.3 62.7—68.6

Three examples 

(2 target structures) 69.2 26.3 66.2—72.1

Twelve examples 

(1 target structure) 59.8 27.0 56.8—62.9

Twelve examples 

(2 target structures) 62.4 27.8 59.3—65.5

Fifteen examples 

(1 target structure) 59.4 25.5 56.5—62.2

Fifteen examples 

(2 target structures) 63.7 27.0 60.7—66.8

FIGURE 2. Violin plot of mean TRANSLATION ACCURACY by EXAMPLES GROUP – Study 2

FIGURE 1. Supplementary corpus examples for the verb entry recommend in

the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (twenty-one example

sentences exhibiting various types of syntax and collocation patterns of use for

recommend)

Sample task: Experimental condition with twelve examples and two target syntax and collocation patterns of use

(Study 2) 

Przetłumacz zdanie na język angielski stosując podane wyrazy.

Nauczyciele z Francji wystąpili z propozycją utworzenia nowego liceum i projekt się udał.

Odpowiedź: _____________________________________________________________

Proszę zastosować podane wyrazy: float

Example sentences

They noticed fifty and twenty dollar bills floating in the water.

They'll spend some time floating boats in the creek.

Sublime music floats on a scented summer breeze to the spot where you lie on the lush grass.

The smells of delicious foods floated all around him.

Caroline floated up the aisle on her father's arm.

Laura has floated the idea that we should think about expanding into Europe next year.

He floated his firm on the stock market.

The advisers decided to float 60 per cent of the shares.

59 per cent of people believed the pound should be allowed to float freely.

Ice is less dense than water, which is why it floats.

The French had floated the idea of placing the diplomatic work in the hands of the U.N.

She turned, her hair floating around her face.

Group Mean

Control group 46.0

Three examples (1 target structure) 53.4

Eight examples (2 target structures) 55.9

Results

TABLE 1. Mean results for TRANSLATION ACCURACY by EXAMPLES

GROUP – Study 1
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